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Abstract. Modern enterprises operate in an unprecedented regulatory environ-
ment where increasing regulation and heavy penalties on non-compliance have
placed regulatory compliance among the topmost concerns of enterprises world-
wide. Previous research in the field of compliance has established that the manual
specification/tagging of the regulations not only fails to ensure their proper cov-
erage but also negatively affects the turnaround time both in proving and main-
taining the compliance. Our contribution in this paper is a case study using a subset
of European Union Regulation in the financial markets, namely, Money Market
Statistical Reporting (MMSR) and that we validated it in the context of our model-
driven semi-automated compliance framework. The novelty of the framework is
the key participation of domain experts to author regulatory rules in a controlled
natural language to enable compliance checking. We demonstrate transformation
of regulations present in legal natural language text (English) to a model form via
authoring of Structured English rules in the context of MMSR regulations for a
large European bank. This generated regulatory model is eventually translated to
formal logic that enables formal compliance checking contrary to current industry
practice, that provides content management-based, document-driven and expert-
dependent ways of managing regulatory compliance.
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1 Introduction

Modern Enterprises are regulated by stricter norms and regulations that are often present
in the form of legal documents, compliance process descriptions and audit reports.
A major concern for enterprises arise due to heavy penalties imposed on them due to
non-compliance. This has compelled enterprises to place regulatory compliance as a top
priority among other challenges. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary penalties and remain
compliant with respect to newer regulations, enterprises are increasingly looking
towards technologies that may assist them in their overall compliance checking process.

As legal documents captures a major chunk of the regulations that should be
processed to facilitate compliance checking, enterprises spent considerable effort to
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decipher such enormous volume of legal text, and subsequently build software systems
that can assist them in compliance checking. However, the cost of building such
systems from scratch is both effort intensive and time consuming. Typical solutions that
are prevalent in the industry, known as the governance, risk, and compliance
(GRC) offerings, rely on taxonomies, which are collection of predefined tags that can
be affixed to data [1] pertinent to the regulations. Taxonomy tagging tools used sep-
arately or from within the GRC frameworks, enables auto-population of, and in some
cases, user definition of taxonomies [6, 9, 14, 15]. However, GRC based offerings do
not provide support for formal compliance checking [20].

On the contrary, significant research literature by academia focuses on checking
compliance of business processes and/or enterprise data using a formal specification of
the regulatory rules [3, 7, 10]. Such formal representation and subsequent checking of
legal rules offers significant merit over existing GRC based frameworks [8]. Therefore
our approach towards automated regulatory compliance checking emphasizes on using
formal methods and rules specified in formal languages like DR-Prolog [8, 22] and/or
DROOLs [13]. However, formal languages have their own drawbacks and it is almost
impossible for legal or domain experts to write rules using low-level logic based lan-
guages. Therefore, a high-level representation of such rules in a domain-specific lan-
guage is more desirable, where participation of domain experts is of paramount interest
[16]. Therefore, we provide a high-level controlled natural language (CNL) as an
abstraction layer on top of the formal specifications to hide the underlying complexities
and provide a business friendly English like notation to express regulations. This lan-
guage is adapted from Structured English [16] and compliant to OMG’s Semantic of
Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) [12]. However, legal text of regulations that
exists in plain English is subject to scrutiny and interpretation by legal/domain experts
and may require significant effort on their part to extract out the applicable legal clauses
from large volume of English language sentences. Therefore to aid domain experts in
authoring regulatory rules using our CNL seamlessly, we provide a machine-
learning/natural-language processing (ML-NLP) based front-end engine that extracts
the domain model and dictionary (i.e., various terms and concepts) from the regulatory
text and provide suggestions to domain experts in their authoring process [17].

Figure 1 motivates the above hypothesis and describes our end-to-end semi-
automated compliance framework that has specific human touchpoints (i.e., manual
intervention) with tool support (M+T) at certain parts, while others being fully auto-
mated (T). The framework assumes precise interpretation of regulations already avail-
able with enterprise in the form of natural language (NL) legal text. Using machine-
learning/distributional semantics techniques a domain model (refer to number [1] in
Fig. 1) is first obtained by processing the given text with active participation by the
domain expert [19]. The domain model primarily captures the keys concepts, relations
and their mentions (i.e., ontology) in the given domain and serves as a core artefact for
model authoring. For model authoring, the domain expert expresses the desired regu-
lations in a controlled natural language (refer to number [2] in Fig. 1) using the domain
model/dictionary and rule suggestions originating from the ML-NLP engine [16, 17]. In
our case, this language was built from scratch using the XTexT language engineering
workbench [4] and adapted from OMG’s SBVR Structured English (SE) specification
[16]. Once regulatory rules are authored in SE, a model of the regulation in SBVR is
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automatically generated (refer to number [3] in Fig. 1) that serves as an intermediate
representation for translating to low-level logical specifications (e.g., DROOLs, refer to
number [4] in Fig. 1). The SBVR model is also used for obtaining suitable data facts
(refer to number [5] in Fig. 1) from the enterprise databases (DBs), necessary for
compliance checking [8]. A DB expert maps the suitable data model obtained from
SBVR with the database schema already available with the enterprise. Finally, rules are
applied to the populated fact base to generate a compliance report (refer to number [6] in
Fig. 1) amenable for human understanding and suitable corrective action, if any.

The remaining parts of the paper is organized as follows. Section II of the paper
describes our case study in detail with respect to a regulation from the financial domain,
while section III discusses the results from the case study. Section III also provides
valuable feedback and comparison of our framework with prevalent industry practice,
before we conclude in section IV.

2 Case Study – Financial Regulations

In this section we introduce Money Market Statistical Reporting (MMSR) as our base
case and describe in detail each of steps as outlined in Fig. 1. MMSR is a reporting
regulation in the European Union involving the money markets and is regulated by the
European Central Bank (ECB). All financial institutions, namely banks are mandated to
report their daily transactions to ECB as prescribed by the MMSR regulatory document
[11]. A leading European bank (one of our customers) was interested in validating our
framework using MMSR, as test data1 for MMSR was already available. In addition,
the regulation was well understood by the bank, hence validation would be precise.

Fig. 1. Overview of automated compliance framework

1 Sample data is currently used due to GDPR restrictions.
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Therefore, it was mutually agreed to do a pilot case study using MMSR as a litmus test
of our framework.

A MMSR regulation typically consists of four different sections pertinent to money
market, namely, secured market, unsecured market, FX swaps and overnight index
swaps [11]. The structure and nature of regulations in all the four sections are similar,
therefore modeling and validating one section will give a fairly good idea about val-
idating other sections as well. For our case study, we chose secured market (Sect. 3) of
MMSR, which captures the conceptual and field definitions of various variables that
must be reported by individual banks to ECB. Overall, there are 24 such variables
defined in Sect. 3 of MMSR [11], with each variable having their own conceptual
definition and field definition. Conceptual definition pertains to the underlying
semantics of the variable, while field definition pertains to how the variable should be
constructed structurally. With this background, we would demonstrate how our auto-
compliance framework can be used to model and validate regulations referring to
secured market by traversing each of the six steps (numbered 1–6) as described in
Fig. 1. We begin with Step 1, domain model construction.

2.1 Domain Model Construction

This is a human assisted step with tool support [19] (refer to number [1] in Fig. 1).
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the domain model generator (DMG). The input to the
DMG is the set of MMSR regulations as defined in natural language text. Here, the
toolset helps the domain expert to unearth the important concepts, relationships and
their mentions in the underlying text. The domain expert provides the seed concept, i.e.,
entity types and relations immediately available from the definitions section of the legal
NL text. The DMG uses two techniques to retrieve other mentions of seed entity types
as well as relations between all entity types [21].

The first technique that the generator uses is based on context-based clustering. The
idea behind this technique is that the contexts, i.e., spans of texts, around the mentions
of various domain entities (e.g., central bank, maturity date, transaction status, cur-
rency) are important and could be clustered to extract useful information from the text.
We cluster the contexts, i.e., n characters to the left and right of mentions of each entity
type so far known and then cluster these to suggest to the domain expert, what looks
like other possible mentions [21].

The second technique that the generator uses is based on open information
extraction to discover relations between the known entity types. We input Ollie with
sentences and extract relations. We try to match mentions of known entity types in the
subject and object of each relation (see top half of Fig. 2). The dictionary is auto-
matically build as shown in the bottom half of Fig. 2, while the domain model captures
the complete set of concepts and their relationship (RHS of Fig. 2).For MMSR Sect. 3,
the DMG captured 55 core concepts, 201 mentions (i.e., 4 mention on an average for
every concept) and 49 relations. Thus, the domain model serves as an ontology for the
domain expert and aids her to author rules in Structured English as described in the
following step.
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2.2 Rule Authoring Phase

This is a human assisted step with appropriate language support [16] (refer to number
[2] in Fig. 1). In this phase the domain expert authors regulations using one form of
Controlled Natural Language (CNL), which is called Structured English (SE) whose
initial description appeared in OMG SBVR specification (Appendix C) [12]. The main
motive behind OMG SE is to provide a business vocabulary for capturing business
rules in simplified natural English in textual format. We had to adapt the language to
remove some of the ambiguities from SE whose detail description is available in [16].
SE contains concepts like general terms, individual terms, facts, verbs, quantification,
modality, quantifiers and rules. The English like semantics of SE makes it amenable for
domain experts to specify rules at a level of abstraction appropriate to them (described
in Fig. 3).

The SE editor is divided into 4 parts – vocabulary editor for capturing concepts,
definitions, synonyms etc., the fact editor for relating terms or concepts in the
underlying domain using verbs [16]. We use two kinds of verbs - object verbs for
relating binary terms and data verbs for relating unary terms (also known as charac-
teristics). Finally, facts are expanded by adding implications, modality, quantification
and qualification to form rules. Rules are the final product that domain experts author
in the rules editor from their natural language representations (see Fig. 3). Rules can
contain any number of valid facts that are checked and validated by the error handler.

Fig. 2. Domain model generation
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For our MMSR case study, 48 rules in Structured English were authored for each of
the 24 variables belonging to either of the two categories from secured market segment,
namely conceptual definition and field definition. A snapshot of the authored rules is
shown in Fig. 3. The NL text of regulations for a given variable (e.g., transaction
nominal amount) as present in MMSR specification [11] is shown the top half of the
figure. The SE rule editor shows how the given NL text is correspondingly authored
(see rule r_415, etc.) by the domain expert using the domain model already obtained in
step 1. The SE rules are self- explanatory and easy to comprehend and author.

Fig. 3. Rule authoring phase

Fig. 4. SBVR model generation
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Typically, rules are conjuncted and/or disjuncted by facts in an implication (condi-
tional) statement and contains an antecedent and a consequent. Rules could be further
quantified using quantifiers (e.g., is less than 6) as shown in Fig. 3. The SE language
editor also supports error handling capabilities in the form of syntactic and/or con-
sistency checks that may occur during the authoring phase and provides assistance for
context-assist as shown in Fig. 3.

2.3 SBVR Model Generation

This is a complete automated step (refer to number [3] in Fig. 1). As domain experts
author regulatory rules in Structured English, a corresponding SBVRmodel of the textual
representation is generated in the background. This model is an instance of SBVR
metamodel as given by OMG specification [12, 17]. This intermediate regulatory model
is language and platform independent and can be translated to any target formal language
(i.e., not tied to a particular one), which provides the execution platform. Further, domain
experts are completely oblivious of this intermediate step, which is primarily used for
various purposes, like consistency/model checking and also translating SE to DROOLs
and/or DR-Prolog executable specifications. We chose SBVR as our desired choice of
intermediate modelling language, specifically because SBVR is an “industry” standard

Fig. 5. DROOLs rule generation and population of POJOs
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and comes with rich semantics for capturing business vocabularies and rules [11], which
is ideally suited for capturing the semantics and vocabulary of regulations.

Figure 4 describes how this translation to SBVR model is realized from SE. The
figure shows the original regulation information about a particular variable (i.e., re-
ported transaction status) in its natural language form as present in MMSR specifi-
cation [11]. Corresponding authored rule in SE is shown in bottom right of the figure.
Generated SBVR model (snippet) is shown in the RHS of the figure and the dotted
arrows depicts how the mapping from SE to SBVR is realized in the translator. For
example, modality in SE is realized as obligationformulation in SBVR, concepts are
realized as verbconceptrole, condition (“if” statement) is mapped to implication, data
verbs are mapped to characteristics¸ and their values are mapped to characteristic
values. Creating this SBVR model by hand is an enormous effort and statistics revealed
for 48 rules authored for 24 secured market segment variables in SE, 1076 model
elements were generated. This again proves the usefulness of SE, as domain experts
can work at a higher level of abstraction instead of being knowledgeable about the low
level details of underlying SBVR model, which is primarily required for translation to
executable logical specification, inter-operability with other SBVR based tools and
internal consistency or model checking of the authored rules etc.

2.4 Rules and Fact Generation

This is a fully automated step, except for schema mapping which is human assisted (see
steps 4 and 5 in Fig. 1). The generated SBVR model serves as an intermediary rep-
resentation that is translated to low-level logical specifications for reasoning by
inferencing engines like DROOLs [13] or DR-Prolog [22]. Our framework currently
supports translation to both DROOLs and DR-Prolog but can be easily extended to

Fig. 6. Conceptual to enterprise schema mapping
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support any other reasoning engine. The choice of which execution engine to be used is
based on the nature of reasoning/computation required. For example, if defeasible
reasoning is required to resolve conflict in modalities among rules (e.g., obligation vs
necessity), then DR-Prolog is a superior choice, while DROOLs provides more fine
grained Java API support for regulations that require computation. Since MMSR
regulations generally require procedural computation, we chose DROOLs as our pri-
mary execution engine. As seen in Fig. 4, each SBVR model rule element (i.e., ele-
mentofguidance) is formed of an expression of type implication having an antecedent
and a consequent part. At a generic level, we translate a SBVR rule to a corresponding
DROOLs rule specification by mapping each antecedent with the when clause and each
consequent with the then clause in DROOLs. For example, in Fig. 5, one can observe
how a generated DROOLs rule for a given MMSR variable (i.e., reported transaction
status) is translated with suitable evaluation operators. The antecedent for the reported
transaction status variable is evaluated in the when part of the rule while the conse-
quent is evaluated in the then part.

In addition to rule generation, one also needs data to check against the generated
rules. Data typically resides in multiple physical databases (DBs) or data warehouses in
an enterprise. Therefore data required for compliance checking against a particular
regulation needs to be extracted from the enterprise DBs. The intermediate SBVR
model here also aids the DB expert to derive a conceptual data model (i.e., data
required for checking) which is then mapped against the enterprise schema. The source
conceptual data model is automatically derived by inferring the leaf level nodes from
the SBVR model [8]. For MMSR regulation, 49 tables were derived from the SVBR
model as part of the conceptual schema. Each table typically pertains to a MMSR
variable definition or field definition as seen in Fig. 6. Note, there are 24 variable
definitions and 24 field definitions that corresponds to 48 derived tables and 1 master
table containing ECB data.

Using our in-house enterprise data integration tool, DB experts can create rela-
tionship and mappings between the source (conceptual) and target (enterprise) sche-
mas. A snippet of such mapping is shown in Fig. 6 for the given MMSR regulation.
Once this mapping is established, suitable select queries are generated to pull out data
from the physical enterprise DBs and populate facts by instantiating POJOs with
suitable values as present in each MMSR transactions (sample dataset). An example of
such an instantiation of POJOs for Reported Transaction Status variable is shown in
the bottom right of Fig. 5.

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results of compliance checking with respect to our
framework. The sample dataset used for testing the auto generated rules contains 90
records of MMSR transaction with respect to secured market. Each of this 90 records
contains values pertaining to 24 variables of secured market segment that needed to be
checked for compliance with the regulations that were authored during the earlier
phases. An example of a MMSR message can be found in [11] in pg. 63 and 65 of
Annex VII. We begin with describing the compliance report that was generated for the
given regulation (Sect. 3 of MMSR) and dataset.
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3.1 Compliance Report

Figures 7 and 8 shows the output of compliance checking with respect to the given
dataset (refer to number [6] in Fig. 1). As explained in Section II, we had already
obtained the rules in DROOLs executable specification and data facts in the form of
POJOs (Fig. 5). The generated DROOLs rules are stored in the Production Memory
and the facts that the Reasoning Engine matches against are stored in the Working
Memory. The process begins by propagating facts from the working memory and
asserting their values against all rules in production memory. Therefore each of the 90
facts were asserted against the 48 rules that were generated earlier and their result is
shown in the form of a graphical output (snippet) as seen in Figs. 7 and 8. The graph of
Fig. 7 shows the number of rule/fact pair that were successfully fired by the DROOLs
engine while the graph of Fig. 8 shows the rule/fact pair that were not fired. For
example out of the 90 given facts rule r_440 was successfully fired 85 times, while it
failed to fire 5 times. Similarly all the facts relating to variable deal rate (rule ID:
r_422) were successfully fired. For unsuccessful facts (i.e. facts that did not satisfy the
regulation), one can navigate through the graph down to the exact cause of error. The
rule IDs that are preserved from rule authoring stage (Fig. 3) to SVBR model gener-
ation (Fig. 4) to DROOLs code generation (Fig. 5) stage help us to realize traceability

Fig. 7. Compliance report (Success rules)
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in case of errors. Therefore whenever a fact is not fired, one can traverse back to SE or
to the actual text of regulation in NL and obtain a formal proof of compliance or non-
compliance. For our case study with 90 sample facts and 48 rules for secured market
segment, the results thus obtained were 100% accurate.

3.2 MMSR Statistics

As shown in Fig. 1 the entire process of compliance checking began by processing NL
text of MMSR regulations (secured market) [11], thereby obtaining the domain model,
followed by rule authoring in Structured English followed by a series of text-to-
model/model-to-text transformations along with fact population and compliance report
generation. In each of these steps there have been a significant automation involved that
raises the level of abstraction from low-level formal rule specification to a high-level
Controlled Natural Language based rule authoring without losing traceability or
specificity. However the approach is firmly grounded in formal methods and provides
accurate, sound and consistent results. The following statistics will highlight some of
the benefits of our approach against pure manual or tagging based implementation. In
order to model secured market segment regulations in MMSR, we encountered 24
variables that either captured their conceptual or field definitions.

Fig. 8. Compliance report (Failed rules)
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We authored 48 rules in Structured English covering all the 24 variables with the
help of the domain model that captured mentions and relationships pertaining to these
variables. From here on, the next chain of transformations were fully automated. We
generated the SBVR model from SE rules that consisted of 582 Terms, 112 Atomic
Formulations, 184 verb concept roles, 43 conjunctions/disjunctions and 62 charac-
teristics. Overall, the SVBR model consisted of more than 1000 model elements which
would have taken a considerable amount of time and effort to create manually, yet
difficult to comprehend by a domain (human) expert. Thus, abstracting SE over SBVR
gave domain experts sufficient gain in comprehensibility, yet they remained oblivious
to the underlying modelling details.

Next, we automatically generated the conceptual data model (DDL) from SBVR,
that consisted of 49 tables with 181 columns and 97 select queries. This served as a
basis of mapping enterprise schema to the conceptual schema by a DB expert, which is
required to populate the 90 data facts into suitable POJOs. Finally, using the SBVR
model and mapped schemas, the framework automatically generated the DROOLs
code base consisting of 497 LOC of rules specification, 2757 LOC of POJO classes and
25758 LOC of populated java objects. Quite clearly, as DROOLs code base generation
was fully automated except schema mapping, it gave an order of magnitude savings in
both time and effort w.r.t constructing them manually. Instead, using the compliance
framework, all that the domain expert had to do was to author those 48 MMSR rules in
Structured English, which was anyway much easier to comprehend and author. Nev-
ertheless, without compromising on accuracy, the framework preserved complete
traceability from any part of the tool chain to another to locate exact cause of error or
inconsistency in case of non-compliance of data facts. The compliance report thus
generated against the sample test dataset were accurate to the extent of 100%.

3.3 Comparison with Current State-of-Practice

The current state-of-practice in compliance checking can be categorized along three
dimensions. The first dimension offers solutions in the form of governance, risk and
compliance frameworks (GRC) [9]. However GRC based offerings mostly provide
content management-based, document-driven and expert-dependent ways of managing
regulatory compliance. They are usually semi-formal and are not as rigorous as formal
approaches to compliance checking. Such techniques typically rely on tagging
important concepts present in the regulations to data available in the enterprise. Such
tags are generally incomplete, expert driven and lack in providing formal proof of
compliance. On the contrary our approach towards compliance checking is built on the
basis of formal compliance checking that offers several analysis benefits as described in
[3, 7, 10], thereby reducing the burden on domain experts towards accurately covering
all aspects of a regulation. Nevertheless, the domain experts are oblivious of the
underlying formal techniques and operates at a level of abstraction that is closer to
natural language (i.e., in the form of Structured English).

The second category of industry practice solutions is based on ETL-based queries
[18] that are typically data-driven leveraging IT experts to encode SQL queries specific
to regulations directly in the enterprise schemas. These queries are then executed on the
enterprise data and suitable compliance reports are generated. However, such an
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approach fails to leverage the knowledge of domain experts in encoding regulations,
instead heavily relies on IT experts to acquire the knowledge from domain experts and
fill the gap to accurately encode all parts of the regulation. This gap in knowledge
between the domain and IT/DB experts can often lead to incorrectly interpreting or
encoding the regulations into undesired queries resulting in inaccurate reporting. Our
framework on the other hand is non-intrusive and provides human touch points for both
domain experts in rule authoring and IT experts in schema mapping, thereby bridging
the gap between them but still leveraging their respective knowledge.

The third category of industry based practice do employs NLP/ML techniques to
process legal NL text [5], but do not derive SE rules (as in our approach), or an SBVR
model or formal logical specification like DROOLs or DR-Prolog. These machine
learning based approaches on the other hand have primarily focused on classifying the
sentences/paragraphs from the legal texts into different kinds of provisions as in [2, 5],
with underlying learning techniques that require training sets labelled by the domain
expert, which is a cost and time intensive effort. These approaches stand in contrast to
our own use of active learning, a semi-supervised machine learning technique, for rule
identification based on the features engineered from the domain model and the dic-
tionary, which we detailed in [19].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we described a model-driven framework for semi-automatic compliance
checking through a series of transformations (i.e., NL ! SE ! SBVR ! DROOLs)
involving interactive human touch points. We provided a detailed case study in vali-
dating the framework using a subset of European Union Regulation in the financial
markets, namely, Money Market Statistical Reporting. The novelty of the framework
was the key involvement and participation of domain-experts to author regulations in a
Controlled Natural Language at an appropriate level of abstraction, while the generated
formal specifications and mapping to enterprise data were managed by IT experts. This
allowed better coordination for enacting compliance between domain and IT experts. In
comparison to other industry based practices, our framework is built on the foundation
of formal compliance checking and considerably reduced time and effort (via
automation and as observed in the pilot case study) required by an enterprise to
accomplish compliance checking without losing soundness, consistency or accuracy in
terms of the desired result. As part of future work, we would be exploring how the
framework can cater to rule changes and how to manage scalability issues with respect
to validating high volume of regulatory data more effectively.
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